Canadian Converting Facilities
With a combined 17 sheeters strategically positioned
across Canada and the US, we are the single largest
converting network in North America.

A CUSTOM FIT
MAKES PERFECT SENSE

Toronto

Winnipeg

T 905 265 6000
TF 800 268 3510

T 204 336 7400
TF 888 225 6599

CUSTOM SHEETING
Reduce Waste
Increase Production
Reduce Cost

Custom sheeting at Spicers is an innovative approach to paper buying that
actually stretches the value of paper. It combines cost savings and
productivity increases with natural resource efficiency.
Cut a master roll of any paper in our roll inventory to the exact dimensions
your job requires - quickly and efficiently.
Spicers provides a two to three day turnaround on #3 coated and #2 offset
stocked items.
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WHAT CAN
CUSTOM SHEETING
DO FOR YOU?
REDUCE WASTE
By squeezing down closer to your actual print area, you can reduce
the amount of paper waste by as much as 30%. It takes approximately
four trees to make one ton of paper, so you can see the environmental
impact this can have in both managing our landfills and preserving our
forests. The elimination of cartons and ream wrap also provides a
savings in time, money and environmental impact.

HOW DOES IT WORK?

MILL QUALITY

The process starts with a master roll. Master rolls
have different widths, which allow vast flexibility
in converting your custom job. The roll is slit
down in the middle and ¼” trim from each side
is removed to ensure squareness. The roll is fed
into the sheeter and your custom order is
removed at the end of the machine and stacked
on press ready pallets. Your order then goes
through our 10 point inspection to ensure
mill quality.

Our sheeting facility replicates the high
quality mill sheets that you are used to
purchasing from Spicers. Size, edge,
cut, squareness, curl, flatness and
presentation are important factors in
the printing process. Our custom sheet
products are all guaranteed.

ADD VALUE TO YOUR BUSINESS
FIRST QUALITY
PRODUCTS

We never use seconds or roll
remnants in our operations.
CONTROL

We monitor and control all
the variables in the process.
COMPLETE PRODUCT
OFFERING

INCREASE PRODUCTION
Our custom sheeted product is shipped on press ready pallets that can
be loaded directly onto the paper lift, which increases production by
limiting the amount of time spent handling the product. In addition,
this also helps to reduce the risk of injury to your valuable employees.

REDUCE COST
Finally the “squeeze” not only reduces waste, it also reduces the
amount of paper you purchase, which saves you money. For a detailed
example, see the Cost Savings Chart in this brochure.

We stock a variety of products in
each of the sheeter operations.

QUICK TURNAROUND

QUALITY CONTROL

Our sheeting facility provides
outstanding service!

Our 10 Point Quality Check
is performed on every order.

PRESS READY SKIDS

These offer increased efficiency
to your operation.
MILL QUALITY SHEETS

Our equipment replicates
mill quality.

COST SAVINGS EXAMPLES
SIZE

CALIBER - GRADE

$ / 1,000

Standard Size

28 x 40 516M

18 pt C1S SBS

$598.56

Custom Size

26 x 38 456M

18 pt C1S SBS

$528.96

Savings

$69.60

10,000

Sheets = 10 x 69.60 =

$696.00

25,000

Sheets = 25 x 69.60 =

$1,740.00

50,000

Sheets = 50 x 69.60 =

$3,480.00

75,000

Sheets = 75 x 69.60 =

$5,220.00

100,000

Sheets = 100 x 69.60 =

$6,960.00

200,000

Sheets = 200 x 69.60 =

$13,920.00

This represents approximate savings. The optimal roll width is necessary to calculate accurately.

% SAVINGS

12%

10 POINT
INSPECTION
GRADE
CALIPER
LENGTH
WIDTH
SQUARENESS
CURL
EDGES
EDGE SAMPLES
SURFACE
PALLET APPEARANCES
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